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Memorandum
TO

The Solicitor General

DATE:

3/2/66

Director, FBI
SUBJECT:

INTERVIEWS AND CONFESSIONS
WARNING OF RIGHTS
Your memorandum of March 1, 1966, listed certain questions
to which you would like answers for the information of Mr. Justice Fortas.
For your greater convenience, we have repeated each question below
and given our answer immediately thereafter.
{l)

When an individual is interviewed by agents of the Bureau,
what warning is given to him?

The standard warning long given by Special Agents of the
FBI to both suspects and persons under arrest is that the person has a
right to say nothing and a right to counsel, and that any statement he
does make may be used against him in court. Examples of this warning
are to be found in the Westover case at 342 F2d 685 {1965), and Jackson v.
U. S., 337 F2d 136 {1964), cert. den. 380 U. S. 985.
After passage of the Criminal Justice Act of 1964, which
provides free counsel for Federal defendants unable to pay, we added
to our instructions to Special Agents the requirement that any person who
is under arrest for an offense under FBI jurisdiction, or whose arrest is
contemplated following the interview, must also be advised of his right
to free counsel if he is unable to pay, and the fact that such counsel will
be assigned by the Judge. At the same time, we broadened the right to
counsel warning to read counsel of his own choice, or anyone else with
whom he might wish to speak.
(2)

When is the warning given?

The FBI warning is given to a suspect at the very outset
of the interview, as shown in the Westover case, cited above. The warning
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may be given to a person arrested as soon as practicable after the arrest,
as shown in the Jackson case, also cited above, and in U. S. v. Konigsberg,
336 F2d 844 (1964), cert. den. 379 U. S. 930, 933, but in any event it must
precede the interview with the person for a confession or admission of
his own guilt.
(3)

What is the Bureau's practice in the event that
(a) the individual requests counsel and (b) counsel
appears?

When the person who has been warned of his right to
counsel decides that he wishes to consult with counsel before making a
statement, the interview is terminated at that point, Shultz v. U. S. ,
351 F2d 287 (1965). It may be continued, however, as to all matters
other than the person's own guilt or innocence. If he is indecisive in his
request for counsel, there may be some question on whether he did or
did not waive counsel. Situations of this kind must necessarily be left
to the judgment of the interviewing Agent. For example, in Hiram v. U. S. ,
354 F2d 4 (1965), the Agent' s conclusion that the person arrested had
waived his right to counsel was upheld by the courts.
A per son being interviewed and de siring to consult counsel
by telephone must be permitted to do so, as shown in Caldwell v. U. S. ,
351 F2d 459 (1965). When counsel appears in person, he is permitted
to confer with his client in private.
(4)

What is the Bureau' s practice if the individual
requests counsel, but cannot afford to retain an attorney?

If any person being interviewed after warning of counsel
decides that he wishes to consult with counsel before proceeding further
the interview is terminated, as shown above. FBI Agents do not pass
judgment on the ability of the person to pay for counsel. They do,
however, advise those who have been arrested for an offense under FBI
jurisdiction, or whose arrest is contemplated following the interview,
of a right to free counsel if they are unable to pay, and the availability
of such counsel from the Judge.
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